A BRIDGE TO AFRICA

THE PAN-AFRICAN SOIL CHALLENGE (PASCAL)

November 26 – 30, 2018 • WASCAL Headquarters • Accra, Ghana

PASCAL FOCUSES ON A SECURE AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD PRODUCTION FOR THE AFRICAN CONTINENT AS ONE OF THE MOST DEMANDING GLOBAL CHALLENGES

- **High-Performance Computing Training.** The objectives of this applied course is to provide the theoretical and technical context of terrestrial modelling in HPC environments utilising stand-alone and coupled hydrologic, land surface and atmospheric models.
- The **Hackathon**, a get-together design event of software development, brings together the present scientific expertise to show sustainable futures for Africa’s food production based on its soil capital.
- Learn more about Germany as a place for your career during the **Side Programme**! We look forward to meeting you there and will be happy to answer your questions!
- Apply for participation in one, two or all programme parts and **travel grants** for early career scientists until **31 August 2018**.

Further information and application: [www.geoverbund.de/pascal](http://www.geoverbund.de/pascal)